
B I N G O

Made a save the 
sharks poster

Learned five facts 
about sharks and 

shared with a 
friend

Sang “Baby Shark” 
to anyone who 

would listen

Reduced 
single-use plastics 
in your household

Named 10 
different sharks

Watched a video 
about coral reefs

Learned what 
three different 

types of 
sharks eat

Learned how to 
draw a shark

Learned about two 
extinct sharks

Used a refillable 
water bottle

Skipped a straw 
to keep plastic 
out of oceans

Made a shark 
tooth necklace FREE SPACE

Created a shark 
trivia game for 

your family

Made a shark 
puppet and put 

on a show

Looked for a shark 
tooth fossil

Watched a shark 
documentary

Picked up trash so 
it would not end 
up in the ocean

Made a shark 
fin hat

Learned about 
two threats 
to sharks

Visited a museum 
or aquarium to 

learn about sharks

Checked lotions 
in your household 
to make sure they 

don’t contain 
squalene, which 

is made from 
shark liver

Created a 
shark from 

natural materials

Picked up 
your dog’s poo 

to prevent 
polluted runoff 
from ending up 

in waterways

Read a 
shark book

Scientist joke: What do a shark and a computer have in common? They both have megabites!

Sharks have been around for millions of years. The oldest scientifically agreed upon sharks appeared in the Silurian 
Period about 420 million years ago. That means sharks were on this planet long before dinosaurs even existed!

There are almost 500 species of shark today, and they have incredible adaptations that help them survive.  
From the ability to sense electric fields to an incredibly sensitive sniffer, sharks are some of the 

most interesting fish in the sea.  

While often thought of as being a threat to humans, sharks have more to fear about us than we do of them. 
It’s estimated over 100 million sharks are killed each year for their fins alone. We shouldn’t be scared of sharks, 

we should be scared for sharks.  

Shark Bingo

What can you do to help? 

Bingo! Here’s a fun way to 

learn more about sharks 

and help protect these 

amazing animals. 

Dive into more shark science on the Science Museum of Virginia’s YouTube page at youtube.com/ScienceMuseumVA.
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